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Abstract

We report observations of Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three times following the S1222a marsquake. Averaging

these signals, we find the largest amplitude signals at 30 s and 85 s central period, propagating with distinctly different group

velocities of 2.9 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively. The group velocities constraining the average crustal thickness beneath the

great circle path rule out the majority of previous crustal models of Mars that have a >200 kg/m3 density contrast across the

dichotomy. We find that the thickness of the martian crust is 42-56 km on average, and thus thicker than the crusts of the

Earth and Moon. Together with thermal evolution models, a thick martian crust suggests that the crust must contain 50-70%

of the total heat production to explain present-day local melt zones in the interior of Mars.
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Key Points:17

• We present the first observation of Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to18

three times.19

• Group velocity measurements and 3-D simulations constrain the average crustal20

and uppermost mantle velocities along the propagation path21

• The global average crustal thickness is 42-56 km and requires a large enrichment22

of heat-producing elements to explain local melt zones23
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Abstract24

We report observations of Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three times fol-25

lowing the S1222a marsquake. Averaging these signals, we find the largest amplitude sig-26

nals at 30 s and 85 s central period, propagating with distinctly different group veloc-27

ities of 2.9 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively. The group velocities constraining the av-28

erage crustal thickness beneath the great circle path rule out the majority of previous29

crustal models of Mars that have a >200 kg/m3 density contrast across the dichotomy.30

We find that the thickness of the martian crust is 42-56 km on average, and thus thicker31

than the crusts of the Earth and Moon. Together with thermal evolution models, a thick32

martian crust suggests that the crust must contain 50-70% of the total heat production33

to explain present-day local melt zones in the interior of Mars.34

Plain Language Summary35

The NASA InSight mission and its seismometer installed on the surface of Mars36

is now retired after ∼4 years of operation. We observe clear seismic signals from surface37

waves called Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three times from the largest38

marsquake recording during the mission. By measuring the wavespeeds at which those39

surface waves travel in different frequencies, we obtain the first seismic evidence that con-40

strains the average crustal and uppermost mantle structures beneath the traveling path41

on a planetary scale. Using the new seismic observations together with indirectly mea-42

sured gravity data, we confirm the findings from our previous analyses of surface waves43

that the density of the crust in the northern lowlands and the southern highlands is sim-44

ilar or different by no more than 200 kg/m3. Furthermore, we find the global average45

crustal thickness on Mars would be 42-56 km, much thicker than the Earth’s and Moon’s46

crusts. By exploring the thermal evolution of Mars, a thick martian crust requires about47

50-70% of the heat-producing elements such as thorium, uranium, and potassium to be48

concentrated in the crust in order to explain local regions in the Martian mantle that49

can still undergo melting at present day.50

1 Introduction51

After more than 4 Earth years (∼1450 sols) of operations on the martian surface52

monitoring the planet’s ground vibrations, the InSight mission (Banerdt et al., 2020) is53

now retired which leads to the end of its seismometer (SEIS; Lognonné et al., 2019) op-54

eration. Throughout the mission, analyses of body waves from marsquakes (Giardini et55

al., 2020; InSight Marsquake Service, 2022; Ceylan et al., 2022) and impacts (Garcia et56

al., 2022; Posiolova et al., 2022) have led to important discoveries about the planet’s crust57

(Lognonné et al., 2020; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021; Kim, Lekić, et al., 2021), man-58

tle (Khan et al., 2021; Durán et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022), and core (Stähler et al.,59

2021; Khan et al., 2022; Irving et al., 2022). Recent detection of fundamental mode sur-60

face waves and overtones, together with gravimetric modeling enabled the characteri-61

zation of crustal structure variations away from the InSight landing site and showed that62

average crustal velocity and density structure is similar between the northern lowlands63

and the southern highlands (Kim, Banerdt, et al., 2022; Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022).64

Earlier in the mission, the InSight science team produced 1-D models of Mars’ in-65

terior (KKS21; named after the three publications of Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021;66

Khan et al., 2021; Stähler et al., 2021) by inverting travel times of the body wave arrivals67

together with geophysical and geodynamical parameters as a function of composition,68

temperature, and pressure at depth. Recently, cosmochemical constraints on the nature69

of the mantle (e.g., Khan et al., 2022) have been used to construct a unified description70

of the planetary structure that can explain both observed geophysical measurements as71

well as the major element distribution. Using an expanded body wave dataset and the72
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new mantle composition of Mars, updated 1-D interior models of the planet are now avail-73

able (e.g., Durán et al., 2022).74

Despite different approaches and the new compositional constraints incorporated75

into the modeling, more than 75% of the seismic body wave measurements are predom-76

inantly sensitive to the lithospheric structure between the Elysium Planitia and the Cer-77

berus Fossae where most of the planet’s seismicity (Stähler et al., 2022) and small me-78

teorite impacts have been observed (Garcia et al., 2022). Similarly, in those 1-D mod-79

els, crustal structure directly beneath the landing site of InSight is assumed to be rep-80

resentative of average martian crust. These observational limitations and modeling choices81

can significantly bias our inferences of the global interior structure and dynamics of Mars.82

In this study, we identify Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three full83

cycles (up to R7; Fig. 1A) and report their group velocity measurements for S1222a, the84

largest seismic event recorded by InSight. With long- (LP) and very-long-period (VLP)85

analysis of the R2-R7 and three-dimensional (3-D) wavefield simulations, we obtain seis-86

mic wavespeeds in average crustal and mantle structures and improve previously reported87

estimates on global crustal thickness on Mars. We highlight the implications of the new88

constraints from our analysis for the planet’s interior structure and thermal evolution.89

2 Data and Methods90

The largest seismic event detected during the InSight mission is the Mma
W 4.7 marsquake91

S1222a (Kawamura et al., 2022) (Fig. 1B). The seismic waveforms of S1222a contain both92

minor-arc Rayleigh and Love waves (e.g., Beghein et al., 2022), overtones (Kim, Stähler,93

et al., 2022), and Rayleigh waves that propagate around Mars for one cycle (R2 and R3)94

(e.g., Panning et al., 2023). To extend our analysis and search for Rayleigh waves trav-95

eling multiple times around Mars, we consider a 10-hour long seismic recording of S1222a96

(InSight Marsquake Service, 2023)(Fig. S1). We apply marsquake seismic data process-97

ing techniques to remove electro-mechanical noise by the sensor and the lander (Scholz98

et al., 2020), to suppress spurious signals and to avoid misinterpretation of the SEIS data99

(Kim, Davis, et al., 2021). We restrict our analysis to the 25 to 100 s period range be-100

cause seismic energy observed outside this frequency range can be affected by atmospheric101

turbulence at various scales at longer periods (Banfield et al., 2020) or overprinted by102

strong scattering at shorter periods (van Driel et al., 2021; Karakostas et al., 2021). We103

correct for the presence of scattered waves in the seismic coda by examining frequency104

dependent polarization attributes (FDPAs) (e.g., Park et al., 1987). Here, we use the S-105

transform (Stockwell et al., 1996) of the three-component waveforms and calculate a 3106

x 3 cross-component covariance matrix at each frequency in 80% overlapping time win-107

dows whose duration is inversely proportional to frequency. The relative sizes of the eigen-108

values of this covariance matrix are related to the degree of polarization of the particle109

motion, while the complex-valued components of the eigenvectors describe the particle110

motion ellipsoid in each time-frequency window. To search for Rayleigh waves, we com-111

bine FDPAs to highlight seismic arrivals with elliptically-polarized particle motion pre-112

dominantly in the vertical plane (Kim, Banerdt, et al., 2022). To further enhance the113

signal-to-noise ratio of our data, we shift a 200-s window across travel time predictions114

of the R2-R7 signals and perform a N-th root stacking (N=4) and assume that waves115

propagate along the great circle path (GCP), a commonly-made assumption in surface116

wave analysis on Earth (e.g., Moulik et al., 2022). We consider a range of GCPs based117

on the back azimuth uncertainties of the direct P-, S-waves, and minor-arc surface waves118

(Kawamura et al., 2022; Panning et al., 2023; Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022). Prediction win-119

dows for Rayleigh wave travel times are computed according to the depth sensitivity for120

each period range and the KKS21 model. The minor-arc Rayleigh wave (R1) is not in-121

cluded in the analysis to avoid producing a bias towards the minor-arc path. Here, we122

use a Hilbert envelope rather than the waveform to prevent distortion of seismic signals123

produced by nonlinear processing (e.g., Rost & Thomas, 2002).124
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Previously, little deviation for R1-R3 travel times in S1222a between the GCP and125

the ray theoretical path has been reported for existing crustal thickness models of Mars126

(Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022). To account for more realistic volumetric sensitivities for higher-127

orbit Rayleigh wave propagation, we carry out a 3-D wavefield simulation using the spectral-128

element method by Afanasiev et al. (2019). For our input model, we employ the 3-D crustal129

velocity modeling scheme used in the analysis of 3-D ray tracing by Kim, Stähler, et al.130

(2022). We produce a global crustal thickness map fixing the crustal thickness to 45 km131

at the InSight location using the gravimetric method by Wieczorek et al. (2022). The132

map used in this study has the crustal thickness ranges from 20 km to 90 km, the thinnest133

in Hellas and the thickest in the Tharsis province with an average thickness of 53 km (Fig. 1B).134

The initial crustal velocity profile is characterized by a positive velocity gradient of 0.02135

km/s per km with an average shear velocity (VS) of 3.2 km/s based on previous sur-136

face wave analyses of S1222a and the two large impacts, S1094b and S1000a (Fig. 1A).137

We assume a VP/VS ratio of 1.81 from the free-surface transform analysis in Kim, Lekić,138

et al. (2021). The 4-th order spectral-element mesh is constructed to globally resolve pe-139

riods of 15 s at one element per wavelength, resulting in a total of 2.24M elements. Vari-140

ations in crustal thickness are modeled by deforming the outer layer of the unstructured141

mesh to align with surface and Moho topography. Within the crustal layer, the veloc-142

ity profile is extrapolated and vertically scaled based on the distribution of crustal thick-143

ness range (e.g., Fig. 1B). For the mantle, we consider: (a) the 1-D reference velocity model144

of KKS21 (solid, Fig. 1A) and (b) the recently updated 1-D models that have a 5% faster145

uppermost mantle velocity resulting from a reduced mantle FeO content (hereafter Du-146

ran2022; dashed, Fig. 1A).147

Figure 1. (A) Top diagram describes the direction of propagation and number of cycles for

those surface waves orbiting around Mars in S1222a. Bottom shows 1-D interior models of Mars

explored in this study. The crustal velocity profile constrained by previous surface wave studies

are expanded to the existing mantle models of KKS21 (solid) and Duran2022 (dashed). For 3-D

wavefield simulations, the two composite profiles are extrapolated by the thickness ranges shown

in 1B. Gray profiles are the posterior distribution of models in Durán et al. (2022). (B) Crustal

thickness distribution between the northern lowlands and southern highlands on Mars. S1222a

and the lander locations are denoted by yelllow and white symbols, respectively. Background col-

ormap denotes the crustal thickness used for generating our 3-D crustal velocity model of Mars.

Dichotomy boundary (yellow dashed) is based on Andrews-Hanna et al. (2008). SEIS = InSight

seismometer; GCP = Great circle path
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3 Result and Discussion148

Our LP (∼30 s) vertical-component envelope shows strong amplitude signals in the149

predicted time windows for R1, R2, and R3 traveling with an average group velocity range150

of 2.4-3.0 km/s (black curve, Fig. 2A). Weaker and more localized later-arrivals are ob-151

served within the predicted time windows for R4-R7. These arrivals appear to have rel-152

atively large elliptically-polarized energy in the vertical plane in the same period range153

(dashed brown, Fig. 2A). Linearly-polarized signals such as a small amplitude glitch (gray,154

Fig. 2A) or other body wave arrivals would show a negative correlation between enve-155

lope amplitude and the FDPA for Rayleigh waves. Arrivals outside the predicted win-156

dows may be associated with multipathing of the propagated surface waves in 3-D crustal157

structure or body-to-surface wave conversion. Whichever the case, these arrivals may have158

been contaminated by strong atmospheric noise as indicated by the lander modes (Dahmen159

et al., 2021) clearly visible during the 10-hour recording period (Fig. S1). For VLP (∼85160

s), the envelope amplitude and the corresponding FDPA curve is highly correlated and161

both data show distinctive peaks observed up to the R6 window with a higher travel-162

ing speed of 3.6-4.0 km/s (Fig. 2B). Notably, the peak shown in the R3 window has the163

smallest amplitude and polarization across the peaks associated with R1-R6. The ob-164

served peak in the R7 window has a relatively large amplitude but is weakly polarized.165

Averaging across the R2-R7 signals, we observe the strongest amplitude signals at166

30 s and 85 s central periods, propagating with distinctively different group velocities167

of 2.9 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively, in both amplitude and polarization stacks (Fig. 2C-168

D). At 30 s, similar group velocities have been independently reported by other stud-169

ies for the R2 and R3 arrivals in S1222a (Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Pan-170

ning et al., 2023). Unlike typical, smoothly-varying surface wave dispersion curves, as171

predicted by the existing 1-D models (e.g., Durán et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022)(Fig.172

S2), the observed group velocities show an apparent jump at intermediate periods be-173

tween 20 s and 100 s and do not appear to constructively interfere across multiple or-174

bits of Mars (Fig. S3). Such abruptness in dispersion and the observed low and high ve-175

locities from the R2-R7 signals cannot be solely attributed by elliptically-polarized mar-176

tian wind (e.g., Stutzmann et al., 2021) contaminating the data which is unlikely to be177

recorded with the apparent periodicity for both LP and VLP data. At much longer pe-178

riod between 100-200 s, a similar group velocity close to 3.8 km/s for the excitation of179

R2 has been reported by using ambient noise correlations (Deng & Levander, 2022). A180

normal mode study on Mars has also shown some potential excitation of the fundamen-181

tal mode surface waves in comparable period ranges between 120-300 s (Lognonné et al.,182

under review).183

The predicted dispersion curves using a suite of 1-D models with varying crustal184

thickness illustrate that the two end-member group velocities at LP and VLP appear as185

a type of stationary phase or “Airy-phase” (Aki & Richards, 2002) across different pe-186

riods (Fig. S4). Depending on crustal thickness in a model, however, the rise and fall187

of the velocities at intermediate periods will vary substantially and would not construc-188

tively interfere across multiple orbits of Mars. Such Airy-phase is often associated with189

the amplification of Rayleigh waves on Earth that can propagate for considerable dis-190

tances across the continental crust (Ewing & Press, 1956) and mantle (Ewing & Press,191

1954). The observation of Rayleigh waves traveling over multiple orbits on the seismic192

recording of a relatively small-magnitude quake (Mma
W 4.6) suggests those stationary val-193

ues of group velocities on Mars could be occurring close to 30 s and 85 s central peri-194

ods.195

Our 3-D wavefield simulations also show that large-scale variations in crustal thick-196

ness across the equatorial dichotomy are necessary to reproduce this behavior (Fig. S5-197

S6). Using our 3-D model, we find the spectra of the R2-R7 arrivals in synthetic wave-198

form is largely discontinuous in time and frequency. This feature becomes more evident199

for Rayleigh waves propagating in higher-orbits beyond R3. The variation in amplitude200
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Figure 2. Vertical-component envelopes of the S1222a deglitched waveform (black) and FDPA

(dashed brown) filtered between (A) 25-35 s (LP) and (B) 70-100 s periods (VLP). Shaded areas

indicate the predicted time windows of R1-R7 arrivals base on the group velocities ranging from

2.4-3.0 km/s to 3.6-4.0 km/s for LP and VLP data, respectively. Glitches are shown by gray

lines. Envelopes in magenta are based on a 3-D wavefield simulation using the model with crustal

thickness variation shown in Fig. 1. Group velocity measurements of R2-R7 (white and magenta

circles) are obtained by Nth-root stacking of the time-series in (A-B) for (C-D) data and (E)

synthetics. White crosses are from independent analyses of R2 and R3 by Kim, Stähler, et al.

(2022). See Fig. S3 for the complete analysis between 25-100 s with narrow-band filters. G =

glitches; FDPA = frequency dependent polarization attribute
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of surface waves propagating toward the minor-arc vs. major-arc directions (i.e., Rodd201

vs. Reven) also supports the evidence for lateral variation in crustal structure, likely due202

to (de)focusing of those waves (e.g., Romanowicz, 1987). Therefore, our observation of203

the absence of dispersion between ∼30-85 s for R2-R7 in S1222a and their associated am-204

plitude change substantiate the choice of our 3-D model with large variation in crustal205

thickness (i.e., 20-90 km)(Fig. 1B) as these observations cannot be explained by exist-206

ing 1-D models assuming a constant crustal thickness (Fig. S2).207

The group velocity obtained for the largest amplitudes seen in the synthetic LP stack208

is consistent with our R2-R7 measurement of ∼2.9 km/s (with a small uncertainty of <2%;209

c.f., white and magenta symbols)(Fig. 2E), indicating that the average speed at which210

R2-R7 travel within the crust can be well-recovered with our 3-D model even with a large211

variation in crustal thickness (e.g., Fig. 1B). For the synthetic VLP stack, we find that212

the observed group velocity is strongly dependent on the versions of 1-D mantle mod-213

els implemented in our analysis since the sensitivity of 70-100 s Rayleigh waves on Mars214

is predominantly between 75-115 km, a depth range in the uppermost mantle (Fig. S7).215

For example, the recent 1-D models produced by Durán et al. (2022) or Drilleau et al.216

(2022) have a 5% faster uppermost mantle than KKS21 (Fig. 1A). Our R2-R7 measure-217

ments are better fits to the newer sets of models that are based on a lower mantle FeO218

content compared to the KKS21 model that uses Wänke-Dreibus or Taylor compositions219

(Wänke et al., 1994; Taylor, 2013)(c.f., Fig. 2E and Fig. S8). This difference in seismic220

wavespeeds in existing models of the uppermost mantle, however, does not significantly221

affect body wave travel times with limited sensitivity and geographical coverage nor the222

estimated event locations (Fig. 3). Therefore, the new observations of R2-R7 provide a223

promising means of refining the 1-D models of the planet’s radially symmetric structure,224

verifying the major element distribution of the martian mantle and determining the crustal225

thickness variations.226

To find the average crustal thickness along the GCP from S1222a to the InSight227

lander, we carry out a systematic model-space search seeking average crustal VS, thick-228

ness, and uppermost mantle VS that fit the observed velocities of R2-R7 (Fig. 4A). We229

obtain a distribution of allowable velocities and thicknesses, with mean VS of 3.38 km/s230

and 4.41 km/s for crustal and uppermost mantle, respectively, and a mean crustal thick-231

ness of 50 km beneath the GCP with an interquartile range between 44 and 58 km (ma-232

genta, Fig. 4A). This estimate of GCP-averaged crustal thickness and its uncertainty can233

be used as a robust anchoring-point and extrapolated globally using the existing mod-234

els of crustal thickness based on gravimetric modeling (Wieczorek et al., 2022), which235

on their own suffer from a trade-off between average crustal density and thickness.236

Crustal thickness directly beneath the lander based on RF analyses (Knapmeyer-237

Endrun et al., 2021; Kim, Lekić, et al., 2021) has previously been used as an anchoring-238

point to yield estimates of the average crustal thickness on Mars in the 30-72 km range.239

Here, we produce various crustal thickness models following the gravimetric modeling240

steps described in Wieczorek et al. (2022)(Fig. 4B). As an anchoring-point beneath the241

lander, we use the thickness of a three-layered crust ranging from 31 km to 47 km based242

on the previous RF analyses. Two end-member dichotomy structures with a uniform crustal243

density ranging from 2550 kg/m3 to 3050 kg/m3 (diamond symbol, Fig. 4B) and a model244

with a density contrast between 100-500 kg/m3 across the dichotomy boundary have been245

tested (circle symbol, Fig. 4B). For the mantle and core beneath the lithosphere, we con-246

sider four plausible 1-D density profiles including both pre- and post-mission publica-247

tions in Taylor (2013); Yoshizaki and McDonough (2020); Stähler et al. (2021); Khan248

et al. (2022).249

Using the interquartile range of crustal thickness distribution along the GCP con-250

strained by the R2-R7 analysis (magenta lines, Fig. 4A) against those from all models251

considered above, we were able to improve estimates of the average crustal thickness by252

ruling out the majority of those crustal models that have a >200 kg/m3 density contrast253

–7–
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Figure 3. (A) Differential travel-time plot for available body wave measurements from quality

A, B and C events and prediction by the inverted models of Durán et al. (2022)(shaded). Predic-

tion by the composite models (Fig. 1B) with the mantle structure of KKS21 and the composite

model with Duran2022 are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Events are aligned by

the their observed S-P travel time difference. Farside events (S0976a and S1000a; Horleston et

al., 2022) are excluded since, besides the phases that allow for their alignment, no body-waves

exclusive to the upper mantle and crustal structure were identified. CF = Cerberus Fossae event

cluster. Note that the surface-reflected S-wave arrival (SS or SSS) of S0167b, categorized as a

quality C event by the Marsquake Service (Clinton et al., 2021), was removed due to the lack

of consensus on its nature (see Khan et al., 2021; Durán et al., 2022). (B) Distribution of the

event distances from the inverted models in (Durán et al., 2022) (gray). Solid and dashed lines

indicate the corresponding epicentral distances for the composite models (Fig. 1B) by fitting the

predicted S-P travel times.

across the dichotomy (Fig. 4B). As a result, we obtain an estimate of the global aver-254

age crustal thickness range between 42-56 km from the remaining models (symbols in255

magenta, Fig. 4B), which is a significantly narrower range than previously available. This256

implies large differences in crustal thickness between the northern lowlands and the south-257

ern highlands (up to ∼30 km), and places new constraints on the average global thick-258

ness of the martian crust, evidently thicker than the terrestrial (Dziewonski & Ander-259

son, 1981; Huang et al., 2013) and the lunar crusts (Wieczorek et al., 2013) (Fig. 4C).260

Of the major rocky bodies in the inner solar system for which constraints are avail-261

able, Mars very likely has the thickest crust (i.e., 42-56 km). Based largely on seismic262

data, Earth’s crust averages only about 24 km in thickness. The thickness of the lunar263

crust, which is anchored by Apollo seismic data, is in the range of 34-43 km (Wieczorek264

et al., 2013)(Fig. 4C). For the other bodies, there are no seismic data and crustal thick-265

ness constraints are based solely on gravity and topography measurements. Neverthe-266

less, it is likely that on average, the thickness of the venusian crust is in the range of about267

8-26 km (James et al., 2013; Maia & Wieczorek, 2022) and the mercurian crust in the268

range of 17-53 km (Padovan et al., 2015) or possibly even thinner (15-37 km; Sori, 2018).269

Even the crust of 4-Vesta may be broadly in this range with one estimate at 24 km (Ermakov270

et al., 2014). Accordingly, variations in crustal thicknesses of these rocky bodies appear271

to be within a factor of about 3-4 (McLennan, 2022). This is in contrast to planetary272

crustal masses which vary by well over an order of magnitude relative to the size of their273
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Figure 4. (A) Posterior distribution of the crustal and mantle VS and crustal thickness along

the GCP of S1222a. Interquartile range of the distribution is shown by red outlines. (B) Av-

erage crustal thickness of northern lowlands vs. southern highlands for global crustal thickness

models with crustal densities ranging from 2550-3050 kg/m3 with (circle symbol) and without

a density contrast (diamond symbol) across the dichotomy. Dichotomy boundary is based on

Andrews-Hanna et al. (2008). Colormap denotes the mean crustal thickness along the GCP for

each model. Those models within the red outline are compatible with the posterior distribution

in (A). (C) New global average crustal thickness range obtained by the model selection in (B)

in comparison to that of the Earth and the Moon where constraints based on seismic data are

available. Inset shows the best-fitting thermal evolution model of Plesa et al. (2018) computed

with the new crustal constraint in (C). PREM = Preliminary Reference Earth Model. HPE =

Heat-producing element

respective primitive mantles, between about 0.6% for Venus (and a similar value of 0.7%274

for Earth; Huang et al., 2013) to as much as 9.5% for Mercury and 14% for 4-Vesta (McLennan,275

2022). Our results are consistent with Mars being intermediate among these values with276

the crust representing about 4-5% of the primitive mantle mass. Therefore, the degree277

of silicate differentiation into planetary crusts is more a function of overall planetary size278

than to crustal thickness and smaller bodies tend to have thicker crusts and increased279

degrees of mantle processing to form those crusts (O’Rourke & Korenaga, 2012; McLen-280

nan, 2022).281

The tighter constraints on the crustal thickness obtained here compared to previ-282

ously derived values from the RF analysis (Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021) provide im-283

portant information for thermal evolution models of the interior of Mars (Plesa et al.,284

2018, 2021; Khan et al., 2021; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021; Plesa et al., 2022). To-285

gether, this can help to further refine the president-day temperature distribution and amount286

of heat-producing elements within the crust. Thermal evolution models produced by us-287

ing a maximum density contrast of <200 kg/m3 across the dichotomy constrained by the288

R2-R7 analysis show that more than half of the total heat production but less than 70%289

of the total heat source budget needs to be in the crust, due to enrichment in the con-290

centrations of Th, K, and U, in order to produce local melt zones in the mantle at present291
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day (see detailed results in Fig. S9-S10). This crustal heat production range is consis-292

tent with the study of Knapmeyer-Endrun et al. (2021). For three end-member crustal293

models tested in Fig. S9-S10, we obtained enrichment factors between 8.2-14.3 (corre-294

sponding to a crustal heat production of 46.7-64.4 pW/kg). These enrichment factors295

are close to, but extend to slightly larger values than the enrichment estimated from GRS296

data 8 - 10.3 (crustal heat production of 46-51 pW/kg; Hahn et al., 2011). Interestingly,297

our best-fitting model with a 200 kg/m3 variable density favors mantle plumes that can298

produce melt up to the present day in and around Cerberus Fossae (inset, Fig. 4D), sup-299

porting the interpretation from gravity and topography data (Broquet & Andrews-Hanna,300

2022) and from seismic observations (Stähler et al., 2022). Therefore, our study offers301

a promising opportunity for further evaluating the plume hypothesis beneath Cerberus302

Fossae.303

4 Open Research304
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Key Points:17

• We present the first observation of Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to18

three times.19

• Group velocity measurements and 3-D simulations constrain the average crustal20

and uppermost mantle velocities along the propagation path21

• The global average crustal thickness is 42-56 km and requires a large enrichment22

of heat-producing elements to explain local melt zones23
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Abstract24

We report observations of Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three times fol-25

lowing the S1222a marsquake. Averaging these signals, we find the largest amplitude sig-26

nals at 30 s and 85 s central period, propagating with distinctly different group veloc-27

ities of 2.9 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively. The group velocities constraining the av-28

erage crustal thickness beneath the great circle path rule out the majority of previous29

crustal models of Mars that have a >200 kg/m3 density contrast across the dichotomy.30

We find that the thickness of the martian crust is 42-56 km on average, and thus thicker31

than the crusts of the Earth and Moon. Together with thermal evolution models, a thick32

martian crust suggests that the crust must contain 50-70% of the total heat production33

to explain present-day local melt zones in the interior of Mars.34

Plain Language Summary35

The NASA InSight mission and its seismometer installed on the surface of Mars36

is now retired after ∼4 years of operation. We observe clear seismic signals from surface37

waves called Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three times from the largest38

marsquake recording during the mission. By measuring the wavespeeds at which those39

surface waves travel in different frequencies, we obtain the first seismic evidence that con-40

strains the average crustal and uppermost mantle structures beneath the traveling path41

on a planetary scale. Using the new seismic observations together with indirectly mea-42

sured gravity data, we confirm the findings from our previous analyses of surface waves43

that the density of the crust in the northern lowlands and the southern highlands is sim-44

ilar or different by no more than 200 kg/m3. Furthermore, we find the global average45

crustal thickness on Mars would be 42-56 km, much thicker than the Earth’s and Moon’s46

crusts. By exploring the thermal evolution of Mars, a thick martian crust requires about47

50-70% of the heat-producing elements such as thorium, uranium, and potassium to be48

concentrated in the crust in order to explain local regions in the Martian mantle that49

can still undergo melting at present day.50

1 Introduction51

After more than 4 Earth years (∼1450 sols) of operations on the martian surface52

monitoring the planet’s ground vibrations, the InSight mission (Banerdt et al., 2020) is53

now retired which leads to the end of its seismometer (SEIS; Lognonné et al., 2019) op-54

eration. Throughout the mission, analyses of body waves from marsquakes (Giardini et55

al., 2020; InSight Marsquake Service, 2022; Ceylan et al., 2022) and impacts (Garcia et56

al., 2022; Posiolova et al., 2022) have led to important discoveries about the planet’s crust57

(Lognonné et al., 2020; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021; Kim, Lekić, et al., 2021), man-58

tle (Khan et al., 2021; Durán et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022), and core (Stähler et al.,59

2021; Khan et al., 2022; Irving et al., 2022). Recent detection of fundamental mode sur-60

face waves and overtones, together with gravimetric modeling enabled the characteri-61

zation of crustal structure variations away from the InSight landing site and showed that62

average crustal velocity and density structure is similar between the northern lowlands63

and the southern highlands (Kim, Banerdt, et al., 2022; Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022).64

Earlier in the mission, the InSight science team produced 1-D models of Mars’ in-65

terior (KKS21; named after the three publications of Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021;66

Khan et al., 2021; Stähler et al., 2021) by inverting travel times of the body wave arrivals67

together with geophysical and geodynamical parameters as a function of composition,68

temperature, and pressure at depth. Recently, cosmochemical constraints on the nature69

of the mantle (e.g., Khan et al., 2022) have been used to construct a unified description70

of the planetary structure that can explain both observed geophysical measurements as71

well as the major element distribution. Using an expanded body wave dataset and the72
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new mantle composition of Mars, updated 1-D interior models of the planet are now avail-73

able (e.g., Durán et al., 2022).74

Despite different approaches and the new compositional constraints incorporated75

into the modeling, more than 75% of the seismic body wave measurements are predom-76

inantly sensitive to the lithospheric structure between the Elysium Planitia and the Cer-77

berus Fossae where most of the planet’s seismicity (Stähler et al., 2022) and small me-78

teorite impacts have been observed (Garcia et al., 2022). Similarly, in those 1-D mod-79

els, crustal structure directly beneath the landing site of InSight is assumed to be rep-80

resentative of average martian crust. These observational limitations and modeling choices81

can significantly bias our inferences of the global interior structure and dynamics of Mars.82

In this study, we identify Rayleigh waves that orbit around Mars up to three full83

cycles (up to R7; Fig. 1A) and report their group velocity measurements for S1222a, the84

largest seismic event recorded by InSight. With long- (LP) and very-long-period (VLP)85

analysis of the R2-R7 and three-dimensional (3-D) wavefield simulations, we obtain seis-86

mic wavespeeds in average crustal and mantle structures and improve previously reported87

estimates on global crustal thickness on Mars. We highlight the implications of the new88

constraints from our analysis for the planet’s interior structure and thermal evolution.89

2 Data and Methods90

The largest seismic event detected during the InSight mission is the Mma
W 4.7 marsquake91

S1222a (Kawamura et al., 2022) (Fig. 1B). The seismic waveforms of S1222a contain both92

minor-arc Rayleigh and Love waves (e.g., Beghein et al., 2022), overtones (Kim, Stähler,93

et al., 2022), and Rayleigh waves that propagate around Mars for one cycle (R2 and R3)94

(e.g., Panning et al., 2023). To extend our analysis and search for Rayleigh waves trav-95

eling multiple times around Mars, we consider a 10-hour long seismic recording of S1222a96

(InSight Marsquake Service, 2023)(Fig. S1). We apply marsquake seismic data process-97

ing techniques to remove electro-mechanical noise by the sensor and the lander (Scholz98

et al., 2020), to suppress spurious signals and to avoid misinterpretation of the SEIS data99

(Kim, Davis, et al., 2021). We restrict our analysis to the 25 to 100 s period range be-100

cause seismic energy observed outside this frequency range can be affected by atmospheric101

turbulence at various scales at longer periods (Banfield et al., 2020) or overprinted by102

strong scattering at shorter periods (van Driel et al., 2021; Karakostas et al., 2021). We103

correct for the presence of scattered waves in the seismic coda by examining frequency104

dependent polarization attributes (FDPAs) (e.g., Park et al., 1987). Here, we use the S-105

transform (Stockwell et al., 1996) of the three-component waveforms and calculate a 3106

x 3 cross-component covariance matrix at each frequency in 80% overlapping time win-107

dows whose duration is inversely proportional to frequency. The relative sizes of the eigen-108

values of this covariance matrix are related to the degree of polarization of the particle109

motion, while the complex-valued components of the eigenvectors describe the particle110

motion ellipsoid in each time-frequency window. To search for Rayleigh waves, we com-111

bine FDPAs to highlight seismic arrivals with elliptically-polarized particle motion pre-112

dominantly in the vertical plane (Kim, Banerdt, et al., 2022). To further enhance the113

signal-to-noise ratio of our data, we shift a 200-s window across travel time predictions114

of the R2-R7 signals and perform a N-th root stacking (N=4) and assume that waves115

propagate along the great circle path (GCP), a commonly-made assumption in surface116

wave analysis on Earth (e.g., Moulik et al., 2022). We consider a range of GCPs based117

on the back azimuth uncertainties of the direct P-, S-waves, and minor-arc surface waves118

(Kawamura et al., 2022; Panning et al., 2023; Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022). Prediction win-119

dows for Rayleigh wave travel times are computed according to the depth sensitivity for120

each period range and the KKS21 model. The minor-arc Rayleigh wave (R1) is not in-121

cluded in the analysis to avoid producing a bias towards the minor-arc path. Here, we122

use a Hilbert envelope rather than the waveform to prevent distortion of seismic signals123

produced by nonlinear processing (e.g., Rost & Thomas, 2002).124
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Previously, little deviation for R1-R3 travel times in S1222a between the GCP and125

the ray theoretical path has been reported for existing crustal thickness models of Mars126

(Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022). To account for more realistic volumetric sensitivities for higher-127

orbit Rayleigh wave propagation, we carry out a 3-D wavefield simulation using the spectral-128

element method by Afanasiev et al. (2019). For our input model, we employ the 3-D crustal129

velocity modeling scheme used in the analysis of 3-D ray tracing by Kim, Stähler, et al.130

(2022). We produce a global crustal thickness map fixing the crustal thickness to 45 km131

at the InSight location using the gravimetric method by Wieczorek et al. (2022). The132

map used in this study has the crustal thickness ranges from 20 km to 90 km, the thinnest133

in Hellas and the thickest in the Tharsis province with an average thickness of 53 km (Fig. 1B).134

The initial crustal velocity profile is characterized by a positive velocity gradient of 0.02135

km/s per km with an average shear velocity (VS) of 3.2 km/s based on previous sur-136

face wave analyses of S1222a and the two large impacts, S1094b and S1000a (Fig. 1A).137

We assume a VP/VS ratio of 1.81 from the free-surface transform analysis in Kim, Lekić,138

et al. (2021). The 4-th order spectral-element mesh is constructed to globally resolve pe-139

riods of 15 s at one element per wavelength, resulting in a total of 2.24M elements. Vari-140

ations in crustal thickness are modeled by deforming the outer layer of the unstructured141

mesh to align with surface and Moho topography. Within the crustal layer, the veloc-142

ity profile is extrapolated and vertically scaled based on the distribution of crustal thick-143

ness range (e.g., Fig. 1B). For the mantle, we consider: (a) the 1-D reference velocity model144

of KKS21 (solid, Fig. 1A) and (b) the recently updated 1-D models that have a 5% faster145

uppermost mantle velocity resulting from a reduced mantle FeO content (hereafter Du-146

ran2022; dashed, Fig. 1A).147

Figure 1. (A) Top diagram describes the direction of propagation and number of cycles for

those surface waves orbiting around Mars in S1222a. Bottom shows 1-D interior models of Mars

explored in this study. The crustal velocity profile constrained by previous surface wave studies

are expanded to the existing mantle models of KKS21 (solid) and Duran2022 (dashed). For 3-D

wavefield simulations, the two composite profiles are extrapolated by the thickness ranges shown

in 1B. Gray profiles are the posterior distribution of models in Durán et al. (2022). (B) Crustal

thickness distribution between the northern lowlands and southern highlands on Mars. S1222a

and the lander locations are denoted by yelllow and white symbols, respectively. Background col-

ormap denotes the crustal thickness used for generating our 3-D crustal velocity model of Mars.

Dichotomy boundary (yellow dashed) is based on Andrews-Hanna et al. (2008). SEIS = InSight

seismometer; GCP = Great circle path
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3 Result and Discussion148

Our LP (∼30 s) vertical-component envelope shows strong amplitude signals in the149

predicted time windows for R1, R2, and R3 traveling with an average group velocity range150

of 2.4-3.0 km/s (black curve, Fig. 2A). Weaker and more localized later-arrivals are ob-151

served within the predicted time windows for R4-R7. These arrivals appear to have rel-152

atively large elliptically-polarized energy in the vertical plane in the same period range153

(dashed brown, Fig. 2A). Linearly-polarized signals such as a small amplitude glitch (gray,154

Fig. 2A) or other body wave arrivals would show a negative correlation between enve-155

lope amplitude and the FDPA for Rayleigh waves. Arrivals outside the predicted win-156

dows may be associated with multipathing of the propagated surface waves in 3-D crustal157

structure or body-to-surface wave conversion. Whichever the case, these arrivals may have158

been contaminated by strong atmospheric noise as indicated by the lander modes (Dahmen159

et al., 2021) clearly visible during the 10-hour recording period (Fig. S1). For VLP (∼85160

s), the envelope amplitude and the corresponding FDPA curve is highly correlated and161

both data show distinctive peaks observed up to the R6 window with a higher travel-162

ing speed of 3.6-4.0 km/s (Fig. 2B). Notably, the peak shown in the R3 window has the163

smallest amplitude and polarization across the peaks associated with R1-R6. The ob-164

served peak in the R7 window has a relatively large amplitude but is weakly polarized.165

Averaging across the R2-R7 signals, we observe the strongest amplitude signals at166

30 s and 85 s central periods, propagating with distinctively different group velocities167

of 2.9 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively, in both amplitude and polarization stacks (Fig. 2C-168

D). At 30 s, similar group velocities have been independently reported by other stud-169

ies for the R2 and R3 arrivals in S1222a (Kim, Stähler, et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Pan-170

ning et al., 2023). Unlike typical, smoothly-varying surface wave dispersion curves, as171

predicted by the existing 1-D models (e.g., Durán et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022)(Fig.172

S2), the observed group velocities show an apparent jump at intermediate periods be-173

tween 20 s and 100 s and do not appear to constructively interfere across multiple or-174

bits of Mars (Fig. S3). Such abruptness in dispersion and the observed low and high ve-175

locities from the R2-R7 signals cannot be solely attributed by elliptically-polarized mar-176

tian wind (e.g., Stutzmann et al., 2021) contaminating the data which is unlikely to be177

recorded with the apparent periodicity for both LP and VLP data. At much longer pe-178

riod between 100-200 s, a similar group velocity close to 3.8 km/s for the excitation of179

R2 has been reported by using ambient noise correlations (Deng & Levander, 2022). A180

normal mode study on Mars has also shown some potential excitation of the fundamen-181

tal mode surface waves in comparable period ranges between 120-300 s (Lognonné et al.,182

under review).183

The predicted dispersion curves using a suite of 1-D models with varying crustal184

thickness illustrate that the two end-member group velocities at LP and VLP appear as185

a type of stationary phase or “Airy-phase” (Aki & Richards, 2002) across different pe-186

riods (Fig. S4). Depending on crustal thickness in a model, however, the rise and fall187

of the velocities at intermediate periods will vary substantially and would not construc-188

tively interfere across multiple orbits of Mars. Such Airy-phase is often associated with189

the amplification of Rayleigh waves on Earth that can propagate for considerable dis-190

tances across the continental crust (Ewing & Press, 1956) and mantle (Ewing & Press,191

1954). The observation of Rayleigh waves traveling over multiple orbits on the seismic192

recording of a relatively small-magnitude quake (Mma
W 4.6) suggests those stationary val-193

ues of group velocities on Mars could be occurring close to 30 s and 85 s central peri-194

ods.195

Our 3-D wavefield simulations also show that large-scale variations in crustal thick-196

ness across the equatorial dichotomy are necessary to reproduce this behavior (Fig. S5-197

S6). Using our 3-D model, we find the spectra of the R2-R7 arrivals in synthetic wave-198

form is largely discontinuous in time and frequency. This feature becomes more evident199

for Rayleigh waves propagating in higher-orbits beyond R3. The variation in amplitude200
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Figure 2. Vertical-component envelopes of the S1222a deglitched waveform (black) and FDPA

(dashed brown) filtered between (A) 25-35 s (LP) and (B) 70-100 s periods (VLP). Shaded areas

indicate the predicted time windows of R1-R7 arrivals base on the group velocities ranging from

2.4-3.0 km/s to 3.6-4.0 km/s for LP and VLP data, respectively. Glitches are shown by gray

lines. Envelopes in magenta are based on a 3-D wavefield simulation using the model with crustal

thickness variation shown in Fig. 1. Group velocity measurements of R2-R7 (white and magenta

circles) are obtained by Nth-root stacking of the time-series in (A-B) for (C-D) data and (E)

synthetics. White crosses are from independent analyses of R2 and R3 by Kim, Stähler, et al.

(2022). See Fig. S3 for the complete analysis between 25-100 s with narrow-band filters. G =

glitches; FDPA = frequency dependent polarization attribute
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of surface waves propagating toward the minor-arc vs. major-arc directions (i.e., Rodd201

vs. Reven) also supports the evidence for lateral variation in crustal structure, likely due202

to (de)focusing of those waves (e.g., Romanowicz, 1987). Therefore, our observation of203

the absence of dispersion between ∼30-85 s for R2-R7 in S1222a and their associated am-204

plitude change substantiate the choice of our 3-D model with large variation in crustal205

thickness (i.e., 20-90 km)(Fig. 1B) as these observations cannot be explained by exist-206

ing 1-D models assuming a constant crustal thickness (Fig. S2).207

The group velocity obtained for the largest amplitudes seen in the synthetic LP stack208

is consistent with our R2-R7 measurement of ∼2.9 km/s (with a small uncertainty of <2%;209

c.f., white and magenta symbols)(Fig. 2E), indicating that the average speed at which210

R2-R7 travel within the crust can be well-recovered with our 3-D model even with a large211

variation in crustal thickness (e.g., Fig. 1B). For the synthetic VLP stack, we find that212

the observed group velocity is strongly dependent on the versions of 1-D mantle mod-213

els implemented in our analysis since the sensitivity of 70-100 s Rayleigh waves on Mars214

is predominantly between 75-115 km, a depth range in the uppermost mantle (Fig. S7).215

For example, the recent 1-D models produced by Durán et al. (2022) or Drilleau et al.216

(2022) have a 5% faster uppermost mantle than KKS21 (Fig. 1A). Our R2-R7 measure-217

ments are better fits to the newer sets of models that are based on a lower mantle FeO218

content compared to the KKS21 model that uses Wänke-Dreibus or Taylor compositions219

(Wänke et al., 1994; Taylor, 2013)(c.f., Fig. 2E and Fig. S8). This difference in seismic220

wavespeeds in existing models of the uppermost mantle, however, does not significantly221

affect body wave travel times with limited sensitivity and geographical coverage nor the222

estimated event locations (Fig. 3). Therefore, the new observations of R2-R7 provide a223

promising means of refining the 1-D models of the planet’s radially symmetric structure,224

verifying the major element distribution of the martian mantle and determining the crustal225

thickness variations.226

To find the average crustal thickness along the GCP from S1222a to the InSight227

lander, we carry out a systematic model-space search seeking average crustal VS, thick-228

ness, and uppermost mantle VS that fit the observed velocities of R2-R7 (Fig. 4A). We229

obtain a distribution of allowable velocities and thicknesses, with mean VS of 3.38 km/s230

and 4.41 km/s for crustal and uppermost mantle, respectively, and a mean crustal thick-231

ness of 50 km beneath the GCP with an interquartile range between 44 and 58 km (ma-232

genta, Fig. 4A). This estimate of GCP-averaged crustal thickness and its uncertainty can233

be used as a robust anchoring-point and extrapolated globally using the existing mod-234

els of crustal thickness based on gravimetric modeling (Wieczorek et al., 2022), which235

on their own suffer from a trade-off between average crustal density and thickness.236

Crustal thickness directly beneath the lander based on RF analyses (Knapmeyer-237

Endrun et al., 2021; Kim, Lekić, et al., 2021) has previously been used as an anchoring-238

point to yield estimates of the average crustal thickness on Mars in the 30-72 km range.239

Here, we produce various crustal thickness models following the gravimetric modeling240

steps described in Wieczorek et al. (2022)(Fig. 4B). As an anchoring-point beneath the241

lander, we use the thickness of a three-layered crust ranging from 31 km to 47 km based242

on the previous RF analyses. Two end-member dichotomy structures with a uniform crustal243

density ranging from 2550 kg/m3 to 3050 kg/m3 (diamond symbol, Fig. 4B) and a model244

with a density contrast between 100-500 kg/m3 across the dichotomy boundary have been245

tested (circle symbol, Fig. 4B). For the mantle and core beneath the lithosphere, we con-246

sider four plausible 1-D density profiles including both pre- and post-mission publica-247

tions in Taylor (2013); Yoshizaki and McDonough (2020); Stähler et al. (2021); Khan248

et al. (2022).249

Using the interquartile range of crustal thickness distribution along the GCP con-250

strained by the R2-R7 analysis (magenta lines, Fig. 4A) against those from all models251

considered above, we were able to improve estimates of the average crustal thickness by252

ruling out the majority of those crustal models that have a >200 kg/m3 density contrast253
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Figure 3. (A) Differential travel-time plot for available body wave measurements from quality

A, B and C events and prediction by the inverted models of Durán et al. (2022)(shaded). Predic-

tion by the composite models (Fig. 1B) with the mantle structure of KKS21 and the composite

model with Duran2022 are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Events are aligned by

the their observed S-P travel time difference. Farside events (S0976a and S1000a; Horleston et

al., 2022) are excluded since, besides the phases that allow for their alignment, no body-waves

exclusive to the upper mantle and crustal structure were identified. CF = Cerberus Fossae event

cluster. Note that the surface-reflected S-wave arrival (SS or SSS) of S0167b, categorized as a

quality C event by the Marsquake Service (Clinton et al., 2021), was removed due to the lack

of consensus on its nature (see Khan et al., 2021; Durán et al., 2022). (B) Distribution of the

event distances from the inverted models in (Durán et al., 2022) (gray). Solid and dashed lines

indicate the corresponding epicentral distances for the composite models (Fig. 1B) by fitting the

predicted S-P travel times.

across the dichotomy (Fig. 4B). As a result, we obtain an estimate of the global aver-254

age crustal thickness range between 42-56 km from the remaining models (symbols in255

magenta, Fig. 4B), which is a significantly narrower range than previously available. This256

implies large differences in crustal thickness between the northern lowlands and the south-257

ern highlands (up to ∼30 km), and places new constraints on the average global thick-258

ness of the martian crust, evidently thicker than the terrestrial (Dziewonski & Ander-259

son, 1981; Huang et al., 2013) and the lunar crusts (Wieczorek et al., 2013) (Fig. 4C).260

Of the major rocky bodies in the inner solar system for which constraints are avail-261

able, Mars very likely has the thickest crust (i.e., 42-56 km). Based largely on seismic262

data, Earth’s crust averages only about 24 km in thickness. The thickness of the lunar263

crust, which is anchored by Apollo seismic data, is in the range of 34-43 km (Wieczorek264

et al., 2013)(Fig. 4C). For the other bodies, there are no seismic data and crustal thick-265

ness constraints are based solely on gravity and topography measurements. Neverthe-266

less, it is likely that on average, the thickness of the venusian crust is in the range of about267

8-26 km (James et al., 2013; Maia & Wieczorek, 2022) and the mercurian crust in the268

range of 17-53 km (Padovan et al., 2015) or possibly even thinner (15-37 km; Sori, 2018).269

Even the crust of 4-Vesta may be broadly in this range with one estimate at 24 km (Ermakov270

et al., 2014). Accordingly, variations in crustal thicknesses of these rocky bodies appear271

to be within a factor of about 3-4 (McLennan, 2022). This is in contrast to planetary272

crustal masses which vary by well over an order of magnitude relative to the size of their273
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Figure 4. (A) Posterior distribution of the crustal and mantle VS and crustal thickness along

the GCP of S1222a. Interquartile range of the distribution is shown by red outlines. (B) Av-

erage crustal thickness of northern lowlands vs. southern highlands for global crustal thickness

models with crustal densities ranging from 2550-3050 kg/m3 with (circle symbol) and without

a density contrast (diamond symbol) across the dichotomy. Dichotomy boundary is based on

Andrews-Hanna et al. (2008). Colormap denotes the mean crustal thickness along the GCP for

each model. Those models within the red outline are compatible with the posterior distribution

in (A). (C) New global average crustal thickness range obtained by the model selection in (B)

in comparison to that of the Earth and the Moon where constraints based on seismic data are

available. Inset shows the best-fitting thermal evolution model of Plesa et al. (2018) computed

with the new crustal constraint in (C). PREM = Preliminary Reference Earth Model. HPE =

Heat-producing element

respective primitive mantles, between about 0.6% for Venus (and a similar value of 0.7%274

for Earth; Huang et al., 2013) to as much as 9.5% for Mercury and 14% for 4-Vesta (McLennan,275

2022). Our results are consistent with Mars being intermediate among these values with276

the crust representing about 4-5% of the primitive mantle mass. Therefore, the degree277

of silicate differentiation into planetary crusts is more a function of overall planetary size278

than to crustal thickness and smaller bodies tend to have thicker crusts and increased279

degrees of mantle processing to form those crusts (O’Rourke & Korenaga, 2012; McLen-280

nan, 2022).281

The tighter constraints on the crustal thickness obtained here compared to previ-282

ously derived values from the RF analysis (Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021) provide im-283

portant information for thermal evolution models of the interior of Mars (Plesa et al.,284

2018, 2021; Khan et al., 2021; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021; Plesa et al., 2022). To-285

gether, this can help to further refine the president-day temperature distribution and amount286

of heat-producing elements within the crust. Thermal evolution models produced by us-287

ing a maximum density contrast of <200 kg/m3 across the dichotomy constrained by the288

R2-R7 analysis show that more than half of the total heat production but less than 70%289

of the total heat source budget needs to be in the crust, due to enrichment in the con-290

centrations of Th, K, and U, in order to produce local melt zones in the mantle at present291
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day (see detailed results in Fig. S9-S10). This crustal heat production range is consis-292

tent with the study of Knapmeyer-Endrun et al. (2021). For three end-member crustal293

models tested in Fig. S9-S10, we obtained enrichment factors between 8.2-14.3 (corre-294

sponding to a crustal heat production of 46.7-64.4 pW/kg). These enrichment factors295

are close to, but extend to slightly larger values than the enrichment estimated from GRS296

data 8 - 10.3 (crustal heat production of 46-51 pW/kg; Hahn et al., 2011). Interestingly,297

our best-fitting model with a 200 kg/m3 variable density favors mantle plumes that can298

produce melt up to the present day in and around Cerberus Fossae (inset, Fig. 4D), sup-299

porting the interpretation from gravity and topography data (Broquet & Andrews-Hanna,300

2022) and from seismic observations (Stähler et al., 2022). Therefore, our study offers301

a promising opportunity for further evaluating the plume hypothesis beneath Cerberus302

Fossae.303
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Introduction  

The supporting information below includes: 

• Raw 10-hour SEIS data of S1222a and its spectra (Fig. S1). 
• Group velocity predictions from existing 1-D models (Fig. S2). 
• R2-R7 analyses focusing on narrow-bands across 20-100 s period range (Fig. S3). 
• Collection of group velocity dispersion curves with two extreme model cases (Fig. S4). 
• Synthetic S1222a data generated by our 3-D wavefield simulations (Fig. S5-S6). 
• Depth sensitivity kernels for Rayleigh waves in VLP (Fig. S7). 
• R2-R7 analysis on LP & VLP with the mantle model of KKS21 (Fig. S8). 
• Thermal evolution model of Plesa et al. (2018) computed with the new crustal 

constraint in the main text (Fig. S9-S10). 
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Figure S1. (A) One Sol long vertical-component velocity spectrogram of S1222a. (B) Three-
component spectrograms zoomed into the event window as shown by the white dashed lines 
in (A). (C) Displacement spectra for P-, S-wave and the pre-event noise. Each spectra is computed 
based on the spectral time window reported by the MQS catalog. (D) Seismograms filtered 
between 0.02-0.2 Hz. Red and blue lines denote P and S arrival picks by the MQS, respectively. 
Uncertainties of those picks are marked by the black lines.  
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Figure S2. Group velocity predictions and their aposteriori probability made using 1000 
acceptable models in Duran et al., (2022) (top row) and Drileau et al., (2022) (bottom row). Red 
markers denote the two distinctive group velocities observed at LP and VLP from the R2-R7 
analysis discussed in the main text. 
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Figure S3. Individual vertical-com
ponent envelops (top row

) and their 4-th root stack of the R2-R7 across different narrow
 period 

ranges betw
een 20-100 s (m

iddle row
). Panels below

 show
 a zoom

-in of those in the m
iddle. Red dashed line denotes the largest 

am
plitude signal in the stack. 
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Figure S4. Group velocity predictions shown in a form of histogram for various 1-D models 
randomly produced by the posterior distribution of the crustal and mantle VS and the crustal 
thickness in Duran et al., (2022) and Drileau et al., (2022). Two end-member model cases are 
tested: (A) the models of varying crustal VS with a constant crustal thickness and (B) the models 
of varying crustal thickness with a constant crustal VS. Note that for the models considered in 
(B), the two distinctive group velocities dominate the predicted dispersion curves as similarly 
observed in Fig. 2. 
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Figure S5. (A) 8-hour long vertical-component synthetic seismograms with and without the 
pre-event noise recorded in the data and (B-C) the corresponding spectrograms. 3-D wavefield 
simulation is performed using the 3-D crustal model overlying the mantle model of Duran et al., 
(2022) as discussed in the main text. 
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Figure S6. (A) 8-hour long vertical-component synthetic seismograms with and without the 
pre-event noise recorded in the data and (B-C) the corresponding spectrograms. 3-D wavefield 
simulation is performed using the 3-D crustal model overlying the mantle model of KKS21 as 
discussed in the main text. 
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Figure S7. Depth sensitivity kernels for the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves in 70-100 s 
period range computed using different existing crustal velocity profiles on Mars (e.g., 
Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2022). 
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Figure S8. Same as Fig. 2 but the synthetic stack in (E) is based on the 3-D crustal model 
overlying the mantle model of KKS21(e.g., Fig. S6). 
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Figure S9. Distribution of partial melt produced by mantle plumes in the interior of Mars at 
present day. The left column shows the constant density models that employ an average crustal 
thickness of 55 km and contain 53%, 63%, and 73% of the total bulk content of radioelements 
in the crust. The middle and right column models have a small density difference of 100 kg/m3 

and 200 kg/m3 between northern lowlands vs. southern highlands with an average crustal 
thickness of 55 km and 48 km, respectively. The mantle parameters are chosen as in Plesa et al., 
(2022). Best-fitting model is outlined in red which favors mantle plumes that can produce melt 
up to the present day in and around Cerberus Fossae.  
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Figure S10. Distribution of the corresponding melt depth based on the models shown in Fig. 
S9. Best-fitting model is outlined in red which favors mantle plumes that can produce melt up 
to the present day in and around Cerberus Fossae. 
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